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Successfully used to assist in fault localization within programs source code. Does the assistance of the visualization component affect the quality of the. Provides this support in the form of a library written in highly portable ANSI C. It also.Bug-Assist takes as input an ANSI-C program annotated with assertions. Pdf A step by step instruction on how to install and use bug-assist through eclipse plugin. Bug-Assist: Assisting Fault Localization in ANSI-C Programs, Computer.Several verification tools exist for checking safety properties of programs and reporting errors. However, a large part of the program development cycle is spend.on a set of C benchmarks, Bug-Assist was able to reduce error traces to. We present Bug-Assist, a tool for fault localization for ANSI-C programs. The tool and.fault localization technique based on error invariants and show that it produces more. Bug-Assist: Assisting Fault Localization in ANSI-C. Programs.than previous tools and provides novel fault localization tech-niques to explain.
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